
 Mining: How does one account for the costs of removal of waste material in a surface  mining 
activity during the production phase? The IFRIC plans to develop an interpretation to address this 
issue. 

 Share-based payment: Is a direct link with and/or an identical time period to a service vesting 
condition prerequisites to classify a performance target as a performance vesting condition? The 
IFRIC plans to develop guidance to clarify this issue. 

 Share-based payment: How does one classify (equity or cash settled) an award where the method 

of settlement is contingent on a future event that is outside the control of both the entity and 
the counterparty? This issue will be addressed as part of the post-implementation review of IFRS 2 
Share-based payment.  

 Real Estate Investment Trusts (REIT):  In terms of which standard (IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts 
vs. IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation) should one classify (as equity, liability or com-
pound) the units issued by REIT? The contractual terms of some of these units require the REIT to 
distribute a predefined percentage of  its Total Distributable Income (TDI) to the investors. The re-
maining percentage may be distributed at the discretion of management. If the discretionary compo-
nent of the distribution met the definition of a Discretionary Participation Feature (DPF) as defined in 
IFRS 4, the ownership units can be classified as a liability in full, rather than assessing the instrument for 
financial liability and equity components in accordance with IAS 32. For the definition of a DPF to be 
met, the IFRIC noted that the unit must provide a guaranteed  benefit to the holder and that the 
discretionary benefit is in addition to that. Guidance provided will be more an application of current 
guidance rather than an interpretation and as such the IFRIC will not consider this issue further. 

 Revenue: Can an investor recognise as revenue dividends in the form of the investee’s own equity 
instruments? IAS 18 Revenue par 29(a) requires the probability of an inflow of economic benefits as a 
prerequisite to recognise the dividends as revenue. If all the investors are issued a dividend of an inves-
tee's own equity instruments on a pro-rata basis there is no change in the financial position or eco-
nomic interest of any of the investors and as such no revenue can be recognised. Guidance provided 
will be more an application of current guidance rather than an interpretation and as such the IFRIC will 
not consider this issue further. 

 Consolidation: Can one include entities held under “common control” in your financial state-

ments? This issue is expected to be addressed in the IASB’s common control project. For more on the 
project please refer to the project page at  [http://www.iasb.org/Current+Projects/IASB+Projects/
IASB+Work+Plan.htm] 

 Intangible assets: How does one assess the 'consumption of economic benefits'  of an intangible 
asset when determining an appropriate amortisation period? This is an area of judgment, albeit diverse 
in application possibilities. The method should be disclosed if significant [IAS 1 Presentation of financial 
statements par 122].  

Please note that IFRIC agenda decisions are NOT Interpretations. IFRIC Interpretations are determined 
only after extensive deliberation and due process, including a formal vote. IFRIC Interpretations 
become final only when approved by the IASB.  

Recent questions posted to the IFRIC 
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P A G E  2  

The following topics were discussed by the IASB during the extra IASB meeting on 5 January 2010 
and meetings held on 18 to 22 January: 

Financial Crisis 

 Consolidation: Tentative decisions regarding the power element in relation to voting power 

and the inclusion of options and convertible instrument in the assessment of control were 
reached. 

 Fair value: It was tentatively decided to retain the term “fair value” and it will be defined as an 
exit price. Some guidance on inactive markets; fair value at initial recognition; the fair value of 
liabilities; market participants’ view and reference markets were also reached. 

 Derecognition: No decisions were reached. 

 Classification and measurement: No decisions were made. 

 Hedge accounting: The timeline for dealing with hedge accounting was discussed jointly with 

the FASB. The IASB focused their discussion on the objective of hedge accounting. 

 Instruments with characteristics of equity: The decision was reached that the IASB and 

FASB will not adopt any of the approaches previously considered. The IASB and the FASB  seek 
the staff to analyse a possible amendment to IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation. 

Other topics 

 Presentation: Joint tentative decisions regarding the interaction between the number of re-

portable segments and disaggregated by-nature information for income and expenses were 
reached. The IASB discussed issues specific to financial services entities and the cost vs. benefit 
analyses of the proposed model. 

 Insurance contracts: Discussions focused on the measurement approach and included day 1 

losses; residual margins and policyholder behavior.  

 Leases: The effect of options and contingent rental arrangements on subsequent measure-

ment; a possible concession for short-term leases and aspects of investment property leases 
were discussed. 

 Revenue:  Tentative decisions regarding the disclosure requirements for the proposed model 
were reached. 

 Post-employment benefits:  The IASB considered proposed disclosures as well as reached 

tentative decisions regarding termination benefits. 

From December ‘09: 
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So what did the IASB discuss... 
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